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COMMUNICATIONS IN ALGEBRA, 27(7), 3377-3399 (1 999) 
LOCAL REPRESENTATION THEORY 
AND MOBIUS INVERSION 
Laurence Barker' 
Mathematisches Institut, Department of Mathematics, 
F'riedrich-Schiller- Uniuersitat, Bilkent University, 
0-07740 Jena, 06533 Bilkent, Ankara, 
Germany. Turkey. 
barkerQmaxp03.mathe.uni-jena.de barkerQfen.bilkent.edu.tr 
Abstract: Various representation-theoretic parameters of a finite group 
are shown to satisfy formulas similar to formulas appearing in reformula- 
tions by Kiilshammer, Robinson, and Thdvenaz of Alperin's Conjecture. 
The conjecture itself is reformulated again, now as a statement not men- 
tioning characters or conjugacy classes. 
The term "local representation theory" is a pun, because it invokes two senses of the 
word "local": one from ring theory, and one from group theory. Indeed, local represen- 
tation theory is an exploration of the interplay between these two senses by considering 
group representations over a commutative ring with suitable localization properties, 
and examining how representation-theoretic and other group-theoretic properties and 
parameters of a given finite group G are related to similar properties and parameters 
of local subgroups of G. In the familiar realm of plocal representation theory, the rep- 
resentations are over a local noetherian commutative ring with residue field of prime 
characteristic p, and a local group is deemed to be a group with a non-trivial normal 
psubgroup. Recently, Robinson [17], [18], and then Kiilshammer-Robinson [15]. [16] 
have shown that,  in some way, local representation theory becomes. easier when we 
instead take the local subgroups to be, say, those with a non-trivial normal solvable 
'This work was carried out during a visit to the Friedrich-Schiller-Uni~wsitat-Jena. The 
author was on leave from Bilkent University, and was funded by the Alexander-von-Humboldt 
Foundation. 
































subgroup. As in [15], [16], [17], [18], however, our objective is not so much to replace 
plocal problems with easier local problems, but rather to approach p-local problems 
via a general local theory with easier specializations. 
Discussion of the local ring-theoretic scenario and the rationale of this paper is 
defered to Section 2 .  The local group-theoretic scenario is much as in Kiilshammer- 
Robinson 1151: let x be a set of rational primes, with p E x, and let 3 be a class of 
finite groups which contains all the solvable finite x-groups, and which is closed under 
isomorphism, subquotients, and extension. We write Or(G) for the unique maximal 
normal subgroup of G belonging to 3 .  When Or(G) is non-trivial, we say that G is 
3- local .  
Let f be a function taking values in some abelian group, and defined on the isomor- 
phism classes of finite groups. We say that f is 3 - c e n t r a l l y  d e t e r m i n e d  provided 
for all finite groups G; here, the index - Q runs over all the non-empty chains (Q1, ..., Qn(q) 
of subgroups of G belonging to 7, and Q := Qn(Q). We say that f is 3 - n o r m a l l y  - 
d e t e r m i n e d  provided 
for all G.  More general definitions of 3-centrally and 3-normally determined functions 
will be given in Section 2 ,  and we shall see other characterizations of such functions 
in Section 3. Our objective is to find functions f which are of concern in plocal rep- 
resentation theory, and which are 3-centrally determined or 3-normally determined, 
or a t  least satisfy a formula closely resembling some characterization of 3-centrally or 
3-normally determined functions. 
Given a rational integer T ,  we define a p-local integer 
where x runs over the (absolutely) irreducible (ordinary) characters of G whose p- 
defect l o g , ( l G l / ~ ( l ) ) ~  is zero. As cases of particular interest, note that f l ( G )  is the 
number of defect-zero p-blocks of G, and that [GI2 fP1(G) is the sum of the dimensions 
of the defect-zero p-block algebras of G. 
We shall reformulate the weaker version of Alperin's Conjecture [I] as a statement 
not involving characters or conjugacy classes. Let TP be the function such that 
Given s 2 0, put m := 2 + pS(p - l ) ,  and let t!(G) be the number of generating 































LOCAL REPRESENTATION THEORY 3379 
Theorem 5.4 simplifies as: 
T h e o r e m  1: Suppose that 3 contains all the solvable finite groups, (2nd that Alperin's 
conjecture holds for all the groups in  3. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Alperin's Conjecture is correct. 
(b) (After Kiilshammer, Robinson) The function on finite groups given by  G e 
/GI f:(G) is F-normally determined. 
(c) (After ThBvenaz) Whenever G is non-trivial and non-F-locai, rP(G) = 0.  
(d) Whenever G is non-trivial and non-F-local, then for all u > 0, there exist 
infinitely many s 2 0 such that pU divides tf(G). 
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 4.5 immediately imply: 
Propos i t ion  2: Let K g G ,  and let r be a rational integer. Then we have a congruence 
of p-local integers 
where the index Q runs as above. - 
Let z ( S p ( ~ ) )  denote the reduced Euler characteristic of the poset of non-trivial 
psubgroups of G. Corollary 4.3 specializes to: 
Propos i t ion  3: The function G H : ( s p ( ~ ) )  is F-centrally and F.-normally deter- 
mined. 
1 : Rat iona le  
If the reasoning in subsequent sections appears to follow many twist.s and turns, this 
is only because we sometimes need to detour around obstacles lying, across the quite 
straight track. Most of the commentary on the results and arguments below has been 
placed together in this single section to make clear the ley of the track. First, let us 
describe the terrain. 
We make frequent use of a few techniques in the topological tornbinatorics of 
G-posets as developed by Bouc [6], Thevenaz [21], Webb [24], and others. All the 
prerequisite background on G-posets may be found in Benson (5: Chapter 61. Let 
F ( G )  denote the set of subgroups of G belonging to F ,  let F(G) denote the G-poset 
consisting of the non-trivial elements of F ( G ) ,  and let s ~ ( F ( G ) )  denote the G-poset 
consisting of the non-empty chains of elenlents of ?(G).  
The p-local case is where 7r = {p}. and .F is the class Sp of finite p-groups. Let 
us mention one striking indication that there are other cases which are in some way 
easier: Kiilshammer-Robinson [15, Theorem 21 may be interpreted ;w saying that an 
F-local analogue of Alperin's Conjecture holds when, for instance, 3 is the class of 
finite p-solvable groups. (The psolvable case of Alperin's Conjecture was proved by T .  
































in [2], a theorem much stronger than the psolvable case of the blockwise version of 
Alperin's Conjecture was proved in Ellers 191. Also, contrary to a comment in [2], 
no omission occurs in the sketch proof in Robinson-Staszewski [19] of the psolvable 
case of the blockwise version; the Kiilshammer-Puig improvement of Dade's theorem 
was cited in [19] precisely because that improvement is adequate to  show that Dade's 
isomorphism is compatible with the Brauer correspondence.) 
Given an element - Q E s ~ ( P ( G ) )  as in the preamble, then the normalizer NG(Q) 
(the stabilizer of Q in G) is the intersection of all the normalizers Nc(Qi).  he - 
intersection of the centralizers CG(Qi) is simply Cc(Q).  In plocal  theory, reductions 
to normalizers of chains of psubgroups (see Knijrr-Robinson [13]) are of importance, 
and so too (often via the theory of Brauer pairs) are reductions to centralizers of p 
subgroups. These traditions can be adapted to general local theory. The normalizer 
NG(Q) is always F-local. The centralizer CG(Q) need not be 3-local. However, we 
can speak correctly of local reduction to centralizers of 3-subgroups; CG(Q) is, as a 
subgroup of G, local with respect to 3 in the sense that CG(Q) is contained in the 
3-local subgroup NG(Q). 
Let f be a function whose domain is the set of subgroups of G,  and whose codomain 
is some abelian group. After Bouc [6], we say that f is F-cen t ra l ly  d e t e r m i n e d  
provided 
f (H) - f (1) = C (-1)"@)(f (cH(Q)) - f (1)) 
QES~(?(H))  - 
for all H 5 G. This condition will be reinterpreted in Remark 2.2, and then the 
connection with [6] will be clear. In a special case, Proposition 2.6 will again reinterpret 
the condition. After Kiilshammer-Robinson [15], [16], Robinson [17], [18], ThCvenaz 
[22] we say that f is F-normal ly  d e t e r m i n e d  provided 
for all H 5 G. This condition will be reinterpreted in Proposition 2.3, and then 
the connection with [22] will be clear. In a special case, Proposition 2.6 will again 
reinterpret the condition, and then the (already visible) connection with 1151. 1161, 
[17], [18] will be clear. 
Let O be a commutative unital ring of characteristic zero such that no element of .rr 
has an inverse in O. Let FI be the set of prime ideals in O. For P E II, we write O ( P )  for 
the localization of O at  P. All OG-modules are to be free over 0 ,  and finitely generated. 
Given a OG-module M. we define M ( P )  := O ( P )  @o M as a O(P)G-module. Many of 
the fundamental principles of plocal theory fail for OG-modules. (For some purposes, 
advantage may be gained by insisting that 8 is a Dedekind domain and that K and 
Il are finite, but even then, the category of OG-modules need not possess the Krull- 
Schmidt property.) Nevertheless, standard proofs of Higman's Criterion are easily 
adapted to show that a given OG-module M is projective if and only if the G-algebra 































LOCAL REPRESENTATION THEORY 3381 
Lemma 1.1: Let M be a permutation QG-module. Then M is projective if and only if 
M ( P )  is projective for all P E II. If these conditions hold, and furthermore, x contains 
all the prime divisors of /GI, then M is free. 
A crucial difficulty in plocal theory is that,  in attempts to reduce to local sub- 
groups, there often arise intractible terms associated, in some way or another, with 
projective modules. Kiilshammer pointed out to me that if x contains all the prime 
divisors of /GI, then by Lemma 1.1, any projective permutation BG-module M is 
uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, by a single integer, namely, the O-rank of 
M. Given two distinct equations involving M, then the 0-rank of M can be solved. 
Theorem 2.4, the engine of this paper, is based on this idea. It  must be confessed, 
however, that Lemma 1.1 was recorded only because its conceptual clarity so facili- 
tated our discussion. Actually, we shall prove Theorem 2.4 using the more technical 
version of the idea as it originally appeared in Robinson [17, Section 51. 
A G-selection will be defined to be a certain kind of G-set. A @-weighted G- 
selection wiil be defined to be a G-selection equipped, in a certain wa:y, with coefficients 
in O. In the context of O-weighted G-selections, Theorem 2.4 specialises to  Theorem 
3.2, whence derive all our subsequent results relating to 3-centrally determined func- 
tions. In the same context, ideas in ThCvenaz [23], (see also Bouc's part of ThCvenaz 
(22, 6.31) generalize to  Theorem 3.3, whence derive all our subsequent results relating 
to 3-normally determined functions. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are easy-to-follow recipies 
for producing local corollaries; the art of using them seems to lie in carefully selecting 
the main ingredient: the 0-weighted G-selection. Towards the end of Section 3, we 
are ready to give some quick enumerative applications. 
The sense of the word "local", in Sections 2 and 3, is always g:roup-theoretic. A 
ring-theoretic, or more precisely, an arithmetic sense comes into play in Section 4. The 
idea - introduced in [3] - is to realise numerical representation-theoretic parameters 
of G as elements of the localizations Q ( P )  with 'P E II. (We would like to take 
advantage of allowing 'P to vary, as in the above-mentioned idea of Robinson used in 
the proof of Theorem 2.4. See the paragraph at  the end of this sect:on.) 
Corollary 4.3 is a generalization of Proposition 3. If we could find a G-selection 
whose order (as a set) is always j i ( S p ( ~ ) ) ,  or always - j i ( S , ( ~ ) ) ,  then we could hope 
that Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 would give Corollary 4.3 immediately. Ttwre is no possibil- 
ity of finding such a G-selection (in general), because j i ( S p ( ~ ) )  is sometimes strictly 
positive and sometimes strictly negative. Instead, we find an infinite sequence of G- 
selections whose orders p-adically converge to -?($(G)). 
Corollary 4.5 is a variant of Proposition 2. If we could find a (7-selection whose 
order is always /GI f,P(G), then we could hope that Theorem 3.2 would give Corollary 
4.5 immediately. There is no possibility of finding such a G-selection (in general), 
because if r is negative, then f,P(G) need not be a rational integer. Instead, we find 
an infinite sequence of G-selections whose orders padically converge to IGl f,P(G). 
The reformulation of (the weaker version of) Alperin's Conjecture in Section 5 
































that the version of Alperin's Conjecture considered by Kiilshammer and Robinson 
is equivalent to  the (weaker) original version. However, we make crucial use of the 
p'-central extensions appearing in their version. 
It  is possible that,  by using the monomial Burnside ring as in Kiilshammer- 
Robinson [16],  the results in Section 5 could be proved without having to introduce 
a weighting on our G-selections. Weighting is certainly used crucially, though, in one 
further application of the methods discussed above. The pad ic  approximation in [4] 
for the dimension of a trivial-source module resides entirely within the classical case 
3 = Sp (and is presented in a self-contained way), but should be viewed as part of 
the programme persued here. There, O is replaced with a discrete valuation ring 0 
of characteristic zero, with p E J ( 0 )  (we can take 0 to be the P-adic completion 
of O(P) ,  where p E P E II). In application of 0-weighted G-sets and a J (0) -ad ic  
limiting argument, [4] shows that a certain combinatorial observation is compatible 
with "blockwise" decomposition. Admittedly, despite some further partial results of 
a "blockwise" nature (confined to the case 7 = Spr and based on Lemma 4.4), it is 
not a t  all clear how "blockwise" generalization of the material in this paper could be 
achieved. However, enriching combinatorial entities by introducing coefficients seems 
to be a reasonable approach to this problem. 
In studying 3-local theory as well as plocal theory, part of the classical role of p 
is now performed by the set of primes R. We introduced the ring Q to try to  make 
the local ring-theoritic aspects of local representation theory match the local group- 
theoretic aspects. The material in this paper could be presented without mentioning 
a ring such as O. Nevertheless, Lemma 1.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.4 strongly 
indicate that the congruence properties appearing in several of the results below have 
a deeper algebraic analogue as a projectivity property of certain virtual permutation 
modules over O. We suggest that O is worth regarding as something more than mere 
scaffolding. For distinct prime ideals P, Q E IT, does 7-local theory enable us to find 
relationships between blocks of B(P)G and blocks of B(Q)G? 
2 : Cent ra l ly  a n d  normally d e t e r m i n e d  func t ions  
An element of the Burnside ring B(G)  of G is called a v i r tua l  G-set. Given a G-set 
A, let [A] denote the virtual G-set associated with A. Let OA denote the permutation 
OG-module associated with A .  To begin the definition of the G r e e n  r ing  A(OG) of 
OG, we specify that A(OG) is generated by the isomorphism classes of OG-modules. 
Given a OG-module X,  let [XI denote the element of A(OG) associated with X .  
The relations in A(OG) express precisely the condition that [XI + [ X ' ]  = [ X  @ X ' ] .  
Tensor product provides A(OG) with a multiplication, and thus A(OG) becomes a 
ring. Our now completed definition of the Green ring coincides with the usual one when 
the Krull-Schmidt property holds for OG-modules. We define a ring homomorphism 































LOCAL REPRESENTATION THEORY 3383 
be O-projective provided OD corresponds to a linear combination of projective OG- 
modules. It  is easy to check that the O-projective virtual G-sets comprise an ideal of 
B ( G ) .  Given H 5 G, we w r i t e ~ n d z  : B ( H )  -+ B ( G )  and ~ e s z  : B(G)  + B ( H )  for the 
induction and restriction maps. Let A ( H )  denote the NG(H)-set consisting of the H -  
fixed elements of A.  Let kH(A) denote the number of H-orbits in A. The H-relat ive 
B r a u e r  m a p  B ( G )  + B ( N G ( H ) ) ,  written /?J ++ D(H), is defined to be the linear 
map such that [A](H) = [A(H)] .  We write kH[A] := kH(A), and extend kH linearly 
to B(G) .  Thus kH(P) is the multiplicity of the trivial character in the restriction to 
H of the virtual character of G afforded by OD. In particular, kH Factorizes through 
A(OG). Frobenius reciprocity gives kH(cr) = kG(~nd$(cr)) for a E B ( H ) .  We write 
:= kl(P). Thus [[A]] = / A / .  
Let r be a finite G-poset. We write sd(I') for the G-poset consisting of the non- 
empty chains of elements of r ,  and write r / G  for the poset consisting of the G-orbits 
of chains in s d ( r ) .  (The subchain relation is the partial ordering in sd( r ) ,  and induces 
the partial ordering in r / G . )  Let II'l denote the G-polyhedron associated with the 
G-simplicia1 complex whose vertices and simplexes are the elements of I' and s d ( r ) ,  
respectively. By considering an appropriate barycentric subdivision, we see that Irl 
is G-homeomorphic to Isd(r)l, and that the G-orbit space Irl/G is homeomorphic to 
Ir/GI. We define the E u l e r  charac te r i s t i c  of r to be ~ ( r )  :=x(II'I), and define the 
r e d u c e d  E u l e r  character is t ic  j$?) similarly. Given H < G, let r ( H )  denote the 
NG(H)-poset consisting of the H-fixed elements of r. 
Whenever an element of s d ( r )  is written in the form y, - it is to be understood 
that y = (yo < ... < yn(,)). For each natural number n ,  let sdn( r )  denote the G-set - 
consisting of the - y E sd(T) with n(y)  - = n. The virtual G-set 
is called the Lefschetz invariant  of r .  (The notation indicates that the index y - in the 
sum runs over representatives of the G-orbits in sd(I').) It is well-known that Xc(T) 
is a G-homotopy invariant of irl. The virtual G-set Xc(r) := XG(r) - 1 is called the 
reduced  Lefschetz invariant  of I?. Thus 
in other words. ji(I') = /;\c(I')l. The following more general result; explained to me 
by ThCvenaz, is implicit in ThCvenaz [23, 2.21, and is not difficult to deduce from 
Curtis-Reiner [8, 66.151. For convenience, we give an elementary proof. 
































Proof: Only the middle equality requires explanation. For n 2 1, the poset of proper 
subsets of a set of order n has Euler characteristic X, satisfying 
hence xn = 1 + (-1)". Given an element y - E s d n ( r ) ,  the elements of r / G  whose 
maximal term is G-conjugate to 2 contribute 1 - xn-l = ( - 1 ) "  to x ( r / G ) .  
Recall that the (group-theoretic) Miibius funct ion p is defined such that p (G,  G) = 
1, and if H < G,  then p ( H ,  G) is the reduced Euler characteristic of the poset of sub- 
groups L such that H < L < G. We write p(G) := p(1, G) .  Obviously: 
Remark 2.2: Let f be a function defined on  the subgroups of G, and taking ualues i n  
some abelian group. Then 
In  particular, f i s  7-centra l ly  determined if and only i f ,  given any  H 5 G, then 
Concerning the case where 3 is the class of solvable groups, we mention that 
Kratzer-ThCvenaz [14, 2.61 give an explicit formula for the Mobius function p(Q)  of a 
finite solvable group Q. As for the case 3 = S,, recall that,  for a group P of order pr,  
we have p ( P )  = (-l)rpr('-')/2 when P is elementary abelian, otherwise p ( P )  = 0. 
Given f as in Remark 2.2, we write 
for H 5 G. Mobius inversion tells us that $f  is also characterized by 
(If G is cyclic, and f ( H )  = /HI: then $f ( H )  is the arithmetic Euler function of lHI.) 
The following result is related to ThCvenaz [22.  3.11 intuitively. but not related. in any 
obvious way, deductively; if the function H +i f (H)/IHI is p-locally determined. then 
f is S,-normally determined, but the converse is false. 
Propos i t ion  2.3: Given a function f defined on  the subgroups of G,  and taking values 
i n  some abelian group, then f i s  7 -norma l l y  determined if and only if q5f ( H )  = 0 for 
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Proof: We have 
because - Q E s ~ ( ? ( G ) ( L ) )  if and only if L < NG(Q).  - If 03(L) # :I I then ?(G)(L) 
is conically contractible via the composite map Q e Q03(L) I+ 03(L),  and in 
particular, ?(?(G)(L)) = 0. Since 4 f (1) = f ( l ) ,  we have 
If OF(G) = 1, then ~ ( P ( G ) ( G ) )  = -1. Induction on IGI finishes the demonstration. 
D 
Let 0 be a virtual G-set. Given - Q E s d ( $ ( ~ ) ) ,  we define 
The map B(G)  + B(Nc(Q)) such that ct P(Q) is called the Q-relat ive - B r a u e r  
m a p .  Following Bouc [ 6 ] ,  we define the Lefschetz m a p  A; : B(G) + B ( G )  such that 
The reduced  Lefschetz m a p  i$ is defined by X ~ ( P )  := $(p )  - f i .  Thus XF(1) = 
x&G)) and Xg(1) = XG(?(G)). 
To illuminate the connection between Remark 2.2 and the Lefschetz map, let us 
explain how Bouc [GI rewrites the Lefschetz map using Mb;bius invariants. Let G(G) 
denote the G-poset consisting of the proper subgroups of G. Given K :!G, the Mobius  
invariant of K in G is defined to be the virtual G-set 
Note that IpG(K)I = p ( K ) .  It is easy to check that 
































T h e o r e m  2.4: Let H 5 G, and b E B(G).  Then 
If, furthermore, H is a a-subgroup of G, then 
which is divisible by /GI,. 
Proof: A routine Mackey decomposition argument shows that 
The first asserted equality follows. Assume now that  H is a x-subgroup. Let x be the 
character of the QG-module ex$(/?). It  suffices to  show that ~ e s $ ( X )  is a multiple 
of the regular character. In fact, it is enough to show that x vanishes on all the 
non-trivial a-elements of G. We shall adapt arguments from Knorr-Robinson [13] and 
Robinson [17]. Let P E S p ( ~ ) .  Let P E II with P dividing (p), and let 0 be the P-adic 
completion of @ ( P ) .  The P-relative Brauer correspondent of the virtual OG-module 
o~$(P)  is the virtual ONG(P)-module o (~$(P) (P) ) ;  see Brou6 [7]. We have 
because P cannot fix any element of a G-set induced from a subgroup not containing 
P .  The proof of 113, 4.11 shows that, excepting the singleton chain (P), the Nc(P) -  
orbits in s ~ ( ~ ( G ) ( P ) )  occur in pairs. each orbit and its partner making opposite 
contributions to ~ $ ( P ) ( P ) .  The chain (P) contributes /3(P), so X;(/~)(P) = 0. For 
trivial-source modules with vertex P, the P-relative Brauer correspondence and the 
Green correspondence coincide. Therefore oig(p) has no indecomposable direct factor 
with vertex P .  (Aliernatively, as in [13, 4.21, we could apply the Burry-Carlson-Puig 
Theorem.) Since P is arbitrary, i$(/3) is 0-projective, and x must vanish on the 
p-singular elements of G.  But p can be any element of a ,  so x vanishes on all the 
non-trivial T-elements. 
In view of Lemma 1.1, we ask: for any T-subgroup H of G, must the virtual H- 
set ~ e s Z ( g ( p ) )  be O-projective? An affirmative answer would seem to give a more 
conceptual rationale for the congruence condition in Theorem 2.4. To appreciate the 
main point of Theorem 2.4, see Theorem 3.2 and the comment following the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. A secondary point of Theorem 2.4 is that,  when H is a x-subgroup, 
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The following result was obtained by ThCvenaz (unpublished) using methods from 
1211. 
T h e o r e m  2.5: (ThCvenaz) Given a n-subgroup H of G, then 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.4. Indeed 
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.6: Let f be a function defined on the subgroups of G, invariant on 
each conjugacy class of subgroups, and taking values in some abeliarz group. Suppose 
that n contains all the prime divisors of [GI. Then: 
(1) The function H ct IHl f (H) is 7-centrally determined if and only if each 
(2) The function H IHI f (H)  is F-normally determined if and oniy af each 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 2.5. O 
Given a function f as in Proposition 2.6, we write f for the linear function on 
B ( G )  such that f ( h d E ( 1 ) )  = f ( H )  for all H 5 G. The identity in Proposition 2.6(2)  
may be rewritten as f ( X H ( F ( ~ ) ) )  = f ( ~ ) ~ ( F ( H ) / H ) .  
3 : Weighted  selections 
Let OB(G)  denote the Burnside ring of G with coefficients in O. We define a O- 
weighted G-set to be a finite set A equipped with a function 6 : Lr -+ O called the 
dens i ty  funct ion of A. We define the weight of A to be the elernmt CdEA d(d) of 
O. If G acts on A,  and the action commutes with 6, we call A a O-weighted G-set ,  
and define 
PI := C 6(d)1ndCNc(d)(l) 
dEc A 
as a n  element of OB(G).  (Note that ~ n d $ ~ ( ~ ) ( l )  is the virtual G-set associated with 
the G-orbit of d.) The weight of any Q-weighted G-set A is [[A]]. Any G-set may be 
































Let m be a positive integer. We let G act by termwise conjugation on the m-fold 
direct product Gm. Whenever an element of Gm is written in the form c, it is to be 
understood that = (xl ,  ..., x,). Let < a > denote the subgroup of G generated 
by {xl ,  ..., x,}. We define a G-selection of d e g r e e  m to be a G-subset of Gm. We 
define a O-weighted G-selection to be a 0-weighted G-set whose underlying G-set 
is a G-selection. Let R(G) be a 0-weighted G-selection of degree m with density 
function 6. Given H 5 G, we write R(H)  for the O-weighted H-selection of degree 
m such that a ( H )  = H m  n R(G) and the density function of R ( H )  is a restriction of 
6. We write R(H)*  := { c  E R(H)  :< c >= H )  as a @-weighted H-set whose density 
function, again, is a restriction of 6. The weight func t ion  w and the E u l e r  funct ion 
4 associated with R(G) are defined by w(H) := J[R(H)]I and 4 ( H )  := I[R(H)*]J. 
Whenever the expression R(G) is used to denote a @-weighted G-selection, it is to  
be understood that 6 and w and 4 are as here. More generally, whenever subscripts 
(or superscripts) are used to indicate a particular 0-weighted G-selection Rif,,,.(G), 
it is to be understood that 6 i j  ,... and w, ,,,,,, and 4i,j ,... denote the associated density 
function and weight function and Euler function. Any G-selection may be regarded 
as a @-weighted G-selection whose density function has constant value unity. Thus, if 
R(G) is a G-selection, then +(G) is the number of generating m-tuples contained in 
R(G). 
Proof: This is a case of Mobius inversion. 
T h e o r e m  3.2: Given H 5 G, and a 0-weighted G-selection R(G),  then 
which is divisible b y  /GI,. 
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Putting H = 1 in Theorem 3.2, and noting that b ( l )  = w(l) ,  we have 
C ~ ( L ) z ( ~ c G ( L ) ) )  
l<L<G:Or(Cc(L))=l 
which is divisible by IGI,. In other words, w(G) - w(1) may be "approximated" as a n  
alternating sum of terms w(Cc(Q)) -w(l) with - Q E s d ( y ( ~ ) ) .  The "error" is divisible 
by /GI,, and is a measure of the failure of w to be 3-centrally determined. Moreover, 
the "error" may be written as a sum of contributions coming from the non-trivial 
subgroups L of G such that C c ( L )  is non-F-local. 
Let R(G) be a O-weighted G-selection. Given a G-set A ,  we define 
as a O-weighted G-set, where g(c,d) = (gg, gd) for g E G, and the density function is 
( ~ , d )  H 6 ( ~ ) .  By linear extension, we obtain a map R : OB(G)  -+ 013(G). Note that 
R(1) = [R(G)]. Given H 5 G and E O B ( H ) ,  then 
(This makes sense, because R ( H )  is a 0-weighted G-selection.) Hence, for a finite 
G-poset r, we have 
T h e o r e m  3.3: Given H 5 G ,  a finite G-poset r, and a 0-weighted G-selectzon w(G),  
then 
k H ( ~ ( i G ( r ) ) )  = - ~ H [ R ( G ) ]  + ( - 1 ) n ( 7 ) k ~ H ( Z ) [ R ( N ~ ' ; ( ~ ) ) ]  
































Proof: The demonstration is similar to part of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that,  
given y E s d ( r )  and g E R(G), we have - y E s d ( r ( <  a: >)) if and only if g E R(NG(y)) .  - 
Also, the conclusion can be rewritten as 
If L is a n  F-local subgroup of G, then Q +-+ QO?(L) I-+ OF(L) is a conical 
CH(L)-contraction of F(G)(L),  whereupon ?(P(G)(L))  = 0. So, putting H = 1 and 
r = ?(G) in Theorem 3.3, we have 
In other words, w(G) - w(1) may be "approximated" as an alternating sum of terms 
w(Nc(Q)) -w( l ) .  We are not aware of any general guarentee for the (padic) accuracy - 
of this "approximation". The "error" is a measure of the failure of w to be 7-normally 
determined. Again, the "error" may be written a s  a sum of contributions coming from 
the non-trivial non-3-local subgroups of G. 
Comparing Theorem 3.3 with Thkvenaz [23, 2.1, 2.21, and writing R1(G) := G 
as a G-selection of degree unity, we see that kG(Rl(AG(r))) is the equivariant Euler 
characteristic x c ( r )  of I?. As observed in [23], Alperin's Conjecture is equivalent to 
the assertion that k c ( R 1 ( ~ ~ ( & , ( ~ ) ) ) )  is the number of irreducible characters of G 
with positive pdefect. 
The second equality in the following result is essentially Kiilsharnnier-Robinson 
[16, Theorem 11, and is a special case of Isaacs [12, Theorem 31. The first equality, 
too, can be proved scarcely straying from the techniques in [16]. But let us present the 
argument in a form which shall serve as a template for our subsequent applications of 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. We allow G to act by conjugation on the set G,  consisting of 
the T-elements of G. 
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Proof: If L is a non-trivial cyclic v-subgroup of K, then CG(L) is 3-local. So by 
Theorem 3.2,  
The first asserted equality now follows from Theorem 2.5. Similarly, Theorems 3.3  and 
2.5 give the second asserted equality. 0 
As in Kiilshammer-Robinson [15], Corollary 3.4 pertains to character theory in 
that, if K 5 H ,  then kH(K)  is the number of H-classes of irreclucible (ordinary) 
characters of K, while kH(Kpt) is the number of H-classes of irreducible pmodular  
characters of K .  When .rr contains all the prime divisors of /GI, Corollary 3.4 and 
Proposition 2.6 tell us that the function H + l H l k ~ ( K , )  is F-normally determined. 
For a positive integer m, let R,(G) := Gm as a G-selection of degree m. Then 
4,(G) is the number of generating m-tuples of elements of G. After Hall [lo], we note 
that,  by Remark 3.1, 
4m(G) = C P(H, G)IHlm. 
H<G 
Supposing that G is non-abelian and simple, then the number $,(G) is of especial 
interest because, by [lo, 1.61, 4,(G)/IAut(G)I is the maximum number d such that 
Gd can be generated by m elements. In this case, the next result gives another formula 
for 4m(G). 
Corol lary 3.5. Suppose that G is non-abelian and simple. Let T' be a G-poset G- 
homotopic to f i ( ~ ) ,  and for each H 5 G, let f (H) := 1 - JH,J9"/JHJ. Then the 
number of generating m-tuples of v-elements of G is I G ~  f (Xc(h)). 
Proof: Take F to be the class of finite groups whose simple composition factors are 
all proper subquotients of G. Then F ( G )  = U(G). Pu t  R(G) := G: as a G-selection. 
Then $(G) is the number of generating nz-tuples of v-elements of C: .  Also, w(1) = 1. 
Any proper subgroup of G is F-local, but ?(U(G)(G)) = -1. By T:leorem 3.3. 
By Theorem 2.5.  $(G) = I G ~ ~ ( X ~ ( U ( G ) ) ) .  and the assertion follows from the hornotopy 
invariance property of the Lefschetz invariant. 
4 : Local  a r i t h m e t i c  
Given m 2 1 and 1 5 n 5 m (meaning that m is a positive integer and that n is 
either a positive integer or infinity), let R Y ( G )  denote the G-selection consisting of 
































Lemma 4.1: Let m 2 1 and 1  5 n 5 m. Suppose that G is a finite p-group. Then 
we have congruences qdn(G)  f p -  4m(G)  r p m  p(G) .  
Proof: Suppose that G is not elementary abelian. Then p(G)  = 0. Let R be a non- 
trivial elementary abelian central subgroup of G contained in the Frattini subgroup of 
G.  Then R V ( G )  is a union of cosets of Rm,  and so is the set of generating m-tuples 
of elements of G.  So lRlm divides both @dn(G) and 4,(G). The assertion is proved 
in this case. 
Now suppose that G is elementary abelian. Then 
and r#$dn(G) = 4m(G) .  Induction on IG( finishes the demonstration. 0 
Proposition 4.2: Given 1 5 n 5 cm, then we have a p-adic limit 
- 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1, lim,,, CPE5 q d n ( P )  = -g (Sp (G) ) .  
P( ) 
Corollary 4.3: Given K 4 G ,  then 
In other words, the function H ct z ( S p ( K  n H ) ) ,  defined for H 5 G ,  is 7-centrally 
and 3-normally determined. 
Proof: Given a non-trivial psubgroup L of K, then Q ct Q Z ( L )  ct Z ( L )  is a conical 
contraction of ?(cG(L)),  so ~( .? (CG(L) ) )  = 0. Similarly, ~ ( . ? ( G ) ( L ) )  = 0. Proposi- 
tion 4.2 and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 now give the assertion. 0 
We briefly record a generalization of Corollary 4.3: for H 5 G p K ,  let 
The proofs of Proposition 4.2 and Thevenaz [23, 2.21 can be adapted to show that 
k ~ [ f l y ( G ) ]  p-adically converges to 1 - x ( K ,  H )  as m + m. A straightforward exten- 
sion of the proof of Corollary 4.3 then gives 
X ( K ,  H )  = C ( - ~ ) " ( Q ) X ( C K ( Q ) ,  N H ( Q ) )  = 
Q E H ~ ~ ( ~ G ) )  - 
1 ( - ~ ) " ( Q ) x ( N K ( Q ) ,  NH(Q) ) .  
Q E H S ~ ~ G ) )  - 
Since n plays no role in the proof of Corollary 4.3, our notation above could be 
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analogy between Rgn(G) and the G-selections we are about to discuss. First, consider 
the G-selection R;:, (G) consisting of the m-tuples c E Rkn(G) such that xl  ... x, = 1. 
In view of the bijection RY++,,,(G) -+ R Y ( G )  given by (xl ,  ..., z,+l) * (xl ,  ..., x,), 
we may replace wQn(G) with wdP yl(G) in the statement of Proposition 4.2, and then 
the proof of Corollary 4.3 will still be valid. An interesting feature of the proof is 
the fact that,  if we make a single change in the definition of O K l  ( G ) ,  then instead 
of obtaining local conclusions about j i ( S p ( ~ ) )  (whose plocal  nature is manifest in its 
definition), we obtain local conclusions about defect-zero characters (whose believed p 
local properties are mostly conjectural). Indeed, relaxing the commutiitivity condition 
in the definition of R y l ( G ) ,  let R:%,l(G) denote the G-selection consisting of the m- 
tuples 2 such that x1 ... x, = 1, and each x, is a pelement of order at; most pn. Then 
Lemma 4.4 below tells us that CA&$,~(G) = [GI fPl(G).  
Let P be a prime divisor of (p) in 8, let 0 be the P-adic completion of Q(P),  and 
let K be the algebraic closure of the field of fractions of 0. Given a rational integer r ,  
and a n  idempotent e of ZOG,  we define 
where x runs over the irreducible KG-characters which lie in e and which have pdefect 
zero. Let < ., . > be  the bilinear form KG x KG -+ K such that,  given g, h E G, then 
< g, h >= 1 if gh = 1, otherwise < g, h >= 0. For any irreducible KG-character X, we 
write ex for the primitive idempotent of ZnG such that x(ex) = ~ ( l ) ,  and write wx for 
the algebra map Z K G  -t K such that wx(ex) = 1. Note that  < ex, e;, >= X(1)2/IGI, 
and < ex, ex) >= 0 for X' # X. 
Let 1 < n 5 m. Let u and v be natural numbers, not both zero. We de- 
fine an 0-weighted G-selection Rk;,,(G) consisting of the (u + v)-tuples g such that 
X ~ + ~ , X ~ + ~ ~  ..., x , + ~  are all pelements of order a t  most p n  The density function is 
given by 
6:;:,,(%) :=< X ~ X ~ . . . X ~ X ~ ~ X ~ ~  . . . x , ' ~ + ~ x + ~ . ~ . x ~ + ~ ,  e :> . 
L e m m a  4.4: Let r be a rational integer, and e an zdempotent of Z(7G. Choose 1 < 
n 5 m, and sequences u1, u2, ... and vl, v2, ... of natural numbers such !hat u, +v,  m 
as s -+ m, and any integer of the form pt(p  - 1)/2 divides u, - r - 1 for suficiently 
large s .  Then we have P-adic limits 
Proof: We draw some inspiration from Iizuka-Watanabe [Ill and Strunkov [20]. For 
w 2 1, let 
Cw := -1 -1 C x1 ... xwxl ... x w  
Zl, ..., 2,EC 
































The case u = 0 of the claim is trivial. Let t ry  denote the 1-relative trace map K G  -+ 
ZnG. Then 
the case u = 1 of the claim holds. For w 2 4, we have 
= 1 x ~ . . . z ~ - ~ ~  t r f ( ~ ; ~ . . . x ; l ~ ) t r f ( ~ - ' )  = Cw-2C2. 
21, ... zw-3,uEG 
An inductive argument on u now establishes the claim. 
Let q be the sum of those pelements which have order a t  most pn. We have 
4l?,,,(G) = 4;"+l,V,e(G)/lGI because 
It  remains to prove the first asserted equality. Now 
= IGl 2 ( I G ~ / X ( ~ ) ) ~ " - ~ W X ( ~ ~ ) ~ .  
xdrr(~G):x(e)=x(l) 
Let x E Irr(nG). If x haspdefect zero, then wx(v) = 1, and (IGI/X(1))2Us-2 P-adically 
converges to (IGI/X(1))2'. Now assume that x has positive pdefect. It suffices to 
show that wx(q) E P. Supposing otherwise, let b be the block idempotent in Z O G  
such that bex = ex, and let P be a defect group of b. The residue field k := O / P  has 
characteristic p. Write Brp for the P-relative Brauer map Z O G  -+ ZkCG(P) .  Let A be 
the maximal elementary abelian psubgroup of Z ( P ) .  By our assumptions, b E Z 0 G . q  
and A # 1. But Brp(b) E ZkCc(P).Brp(q). Also, Brp(q) is in the principal ideal of 
ZkCG(P) generated by the sum of the elements in A, hence B r ~ ( q ) ~  = 0. SO the block 
idempotent Brp(b) of k N c ( P )  belongs to J (ZkCG(P)) .  This is absurd. 0 
Given a rational integer r ,  and a natural number s such that the integer m(r ,  s) := 
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the m ( r ,  s)-tuples g such that 
By Lemma 4.4, we have a pad ic  limit 
IGlf,P(G) = sl$p;,S(G). 
Corol lary 4.5: Let K L] G, and let r be a rational integer. Then the p-local integers 
IKlf,P(K) and 
are congruent modulo IGlp. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.4 by considering the G-selections 
of the form Rf,,(K). 0 
Note that the residue class of IKl f,P(K) modulo lGlp is determined by the residue 
classes of ICK(P)l f,P(CK(P)) modulo I C G ( P ) I ~  for P E SJG). Indeed, as plocal 
integers, ING(P)I divides ICG(P)Ip(P). 
Corol lary 4.6: Suppose that G is simple. Let r be a rational integer. Then we have 
a congruence 
Proof: We may assume that G is non-abelian, because otherwise the assertion is very 
easy. By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.4, we have a p a d i c  limit 
lim @,,(GI = -IClf,P(G) + 1 - (-l)n(Q)(~~~(&)lf~O~r~(~)) - 1). 
S+CO 
Q G ~ G ( G ) )  - 
This limit is divisible by IAut(G)jp because each Rf,,(G)* is a union of wgular /Aut(G)I- 
sets. Theorem 2.5 finishes the argument. 
5 : C e n t r a l  extensions a n d  Alperin 's  con jec ture  
To ensure the existence of the O-weighted G-selections we wish to consider, we assume 
throughout this section that O is integrally closed. Let 1 -+ E t 6 + G + 1 be a 
finite p'-central extension of G, and let c be a linear character of E The primitive 
idempotent of O E  corresponding to e will also be denoted by E (this will cause no 
confusion). Given H 5 G, we write I? for the preimage of H in e. Given a O- 
weighted G-selection fi(G), we write ij and 4 for the associated weight function and 
































Via the conjugation action of G on 6, we regard f i ( 6 )  as a O-weighted G-set. Straight- 
forward adaptations of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3  demonstrate the following two results. 
T h e o r e m  5.1: Given 6 as above, and a 0-weighted &-selection f i ( 6 ) ,  then 
T h e o r e m  5.2: Given as  above, and a @-weighted 6-selection f i ( 6 ) ,  then 
Let k,(G) denote the number of irreducible characters of G lying over e. 
Corol lary 5.3: Given e as above, and K a G, then the function L ct lIlk,(f) where 
I := L n K is 3-centrally and 3-normally determined. 
A A 
Proof: Let f i ( 6 )  = K x K as a Q-weighted &-selection of degree 2 with density function 
(z, y) .+< [z, y],e >. Choosing a prime g not dividing IGI, then 3 ( G )  = r~i;:(R) for 
all s 2 0. By Lemma 4.4, G(&) = (@k,(g). (Without much difficulty, this deduction 
can also be obtained directly.) If 1 < H 5 G with &H) # 0, then E contains the 
derived subgroup of some subgroup L of I? with L E  = 8. Then H must be abelian, 
and in particular, Cc(H) and Nc(H) are F-local. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2  now give the 
assertion. 
When K is a normal x-subgroup of G, Theorem 2.5 allows us to rewrite the con- 
clusion of Corollary 5 .3  as 
A 
= k,(K) - 1 = C ( - l ) n ( q k < ( f i , & ? ) )  - 1). 
QEKS~(?(G))  - 
A variant of the second of these two equalities appears in Robinson (18, Section 11. 
Given K a G, then a congruence condition for 121 f , ~ < ( z )  analogous to Corollary 
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Recall that f & ( e )  denotes the number of defect-zero pblocks of e lying over t .  If 
(? = G,  then of course, c is trivial, and f&(@ is simply f l ( G ) ,  the number of defect- 
zero pblocks of G. Let P ( G )  be the number of (absolutely) irreducible pmodular 
characters of G, and let !:(e) be the number of irreducible p-modu1a.r characters of 
lying over t. We define 
(The psubgroups of 6 may be identified with the psubgroups of G.) Clearly, 
Theorem 5.4: Suppose that x is the set of all primes, and that a"(:Q) = f l (Q)  for 
all Q E +. If any  of the following statements hold for all finite groups G, all central 
eztensions G of G by  a finite pr-group E,  and all linear characters t of E ,  then all 
eight of t hem  do. 
( a l )  (Alperin) f l (G)  = aP(G). 
(a2) (Alperin) f,&((?) = a!(@. 
( b l )  (After Kiilshammer, Robinson) 
(b2) (Kiilshammer, Robinson) 
(cOj (ThCvenaz) If rP(G) # 0, then Op(G) is elementary abelian, and G/Op(G) is 
an abelian p'-group of rank at most  2 .  
( c l j  (After Thkvenaz) If rP(G) # 0, then G is 3-local or trivial. 
(do) If Op(G) i s  not elementary abelian, or G/Op(G) is not an  abelzan p'-group of 
rank at inost 2, then any power of p divides t!(G) for infinitely many  s .  
( d l )  If G is non-triuial and non-3-local, then any power of p divides t!(G) for 
infinitely many  s .  
Proof: Clearly, (a2) implies (al) .  Conversely, suppose that ( a l )  holds (for all finite 
groups G).  Then 
C (.:(a - f , q m  = 0. 
































If e is not faithful, then (cuf(G) - j & ( e ) )  = 0 because we can replace (? with e / ~ e r ( e ) .  
On the other hand, when E is cyclic, the faithful linear characters of E are permuted 
transitively by the full Galois group of the cyclotomic field of /El-th roots of unity. 
Therefore, for faithful e, the value of (crf(6) - j & ( c ) )  is constant, and must be zero. 
We have shown that (a l )  and (a2) are equivalent. 
Since cuf(0) = j&(Q) for all Q E 3 ( G ) ,  Kiilshammer-Robinson [15, Theorem 61 
(and its proof), shows that  (a2) is equivalent to  (b2). By Thevenaz (22, 6.3(6)], (a l)  
is equivalent to (cO). In the notation of Section 4, t f (G) = &,,(G), so by Lemma 4.4, 
we have a pad ic  limit lim,,, t f (G) = TP(G). Hence (cO) is equivalent to (do), also 
(c l )  is equivalent to (d l ) .  Propositions 2.3 and 2.6(2) imply that ( b l )  and (cl)  are 
equivalent. Clearly, (b2) implies (bl) .  
We have shown that the conditions (al) ,  (a2), (b2), (cO), (do) are mutually equiv- 
alent, as are the conditions (b l ) ,  (cl),  (d l ) ,  and moreover, the former imply the latter. 
If G is non-3-local and (cO) holds for G, then (cl)  holds for G. On the other hand, 
if G is F-local, then (b2) must hold for G (and for all g and e). Indeed, let j be the 
linear map on B(G)  such that f (lndg(1)) := f{,(fi) for all H < G. Since ?(G) is 
conically G-contractible, j ( i c ( y ( ~ ) ) )  = 0, that is to say, (b2) holds. 
Lemma 4.4 provides various other functions which may take the place of t f ( e )  
or t&(@ in conditions (do) and (dl) .  For example, tz(Z') may be replaced with the - 
number of (2+s)-tuples (yl, yz, XI, ..., x,) of generators of G such that [yl, y&1...x9 = 1 
and each 4 = 1. 
Via Proposition 2.6(2), condition ( b l )  says precisely that  the function G e [ G I  j g ( ~ )  
is 3-normally determined. Similarly, for fixed 8 and c as above, condition (b2) says 
precisely that the function sending each subgroup H of G to I H ) ~ , ( H )  is F-normally 
determined. 
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